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A visit to Mexico promises the wonderful warmth and hospitality of the 
Mexican people, eager to introduce you to an incredible kaleidoscope 

of culture, history, music and Gastronomical delights – and a treasure trove 
of exciting, fun, adventurous, cultural & educational experiences.

Sizzling, world-famous beach destinations on both the Caribbean and 
the Pacific coasts offer an impressive selection of accommodations to satisfy 

any price point and a modern infrastructure to help deliver top-notch 
programmes.
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Day 1

o Arrival

Arrival into Cancun International Airport. A welcome to Mexico starts from the moment you exit the airport and the 
warmth of the Mexican sun and the smiling local faces are waiting to greet you to paradise. Dressed in typical 
Mayan dress, guides escort you along the breathtaking Caribbean Ocean to the resort of choice where a Mexican 
Mariachi plays a joyful serenade.

o Evening

Welcome to the Mexican Caribbean where the magical waters of the Caribbean Ocean provide the perfect back 
drop for a Mexican Fiesta never to be forgotten. Mariachis, trios and a choir of children welcome you to the 
evenings events. Bask in the near perfect weather and soak up the sights and flavours as a folkloric show unfolds.
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Day 2

o Morning

Morning in Cancun & the Riviera Maya is the perfect time to take a stroll along the tranquil shores of the pristine 
ocean waters. Enjoy breakfast while the calm and warm waters of the ocean tempt you for a swim. Depart for 
Xcaret, Mexico’s natural playground and sacred paradise.

This incredible ecological park has something for everyone. Snorkelling, diving, scuba, nature hikes, horseback 
riding, floating down an underground river, bird and butterfly exhibits, swimming with dolphins or gently swaying 
back and forth on a hammock overlooking the dazzling Caribbean.

o Evening

Enjoy the most spectacular night show in Mexico at Xcaret. A 6,000 person open air theatre is the perfect venue to 
showcase the finest tradition of song and dance in Mexico. Dine to the rhythms and beat of the different regions in 
Mexico in a truly magical evening.
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Day 3

o Morning - Down on the beach

Hit the beach before the sun worshipers take advantage of the strong rays of light that only Cancun can offer. 
Beach Olympics, road rallies, cooking, boat building, eco challenges, scavenger hunts and many more motivating 
experiences are yours to enjoy.

o Afternoon

The sun is shining and the beaches are calling. Snorkelling, scuba, fishing, kayaking, parasailing…don’t want to 
get wet? Plenty of golf courses will challenge the most committed golfers. Spare a thought for those at home. 
Cancun & the Riviera Maya have some of the best shopping available in Mexico. Find the perfect souvenirs in 
many flea markets, craft shops or modern malls, all with a Mexican feel.

o Evening

A gastronomical treasure chest of restaurants and an endless array of night clubs ensures a night to remember.
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Day 4

o Morning

The majestic city of Chichen Itzá awaits. Capital of the ancient Maya and one of the New Seven Wonders of the 
World, civilisation archaeologists consider this pre Colombian city one of the most advanced in the Americas. See 
the magnificent 75 foot high pyramid of Kukulcan, the Temple of the Warriors, the Ball Court, the Observatory and 
the Sacred well - the place where countless victims were sacrificed to ancient gods. Enjoy a wonderful lunch 
prepared by the mayans in a typical Mexican Pueblo. A day of education, fun and superb sight seeing.

o Evening - Carnival Party

Your time in Cancun is drawing to a close but not before a Carnival Party on the island of Isla Mujeres (Island of 
Women) or Cozumel. A fun evening which begins with a short boat ride to the captivating Caribbean island for a 
moonlight calypso, full buffet dinner on the beach and fun under the stars. All in all, the perfect setting to reflect on 
what was a most memorable visit.
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Day 5

Time to shop for some last minute trip mementoes before departure to the airport and onward journeys home.
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Av. Palenque Mz., 29 , 5 Lotes, 1,2 3 y4 S.M.

2nd floor , 77508, Cancun, Q. Roo, México

Ovationdmc.com/country/mexico-2
Phone: +52.998.881.9565 

US Toll Free: +1.877.329.4461

Thank

you!


